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The tools installed and configured for the MSc project “Tracking Error of Passive Equity 

Funds. Data Analysis Using Morningstar Financial Data” can be easily replicated following 

the two sections for the ETL and Python setup. 
 

1 Setting up the ETL environment 
 

The ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) process was performed using the three following tools: 

- SQL Server Management Studio (SSMS): the Microsoft application that allows to 

create, manipulate, and maintain the database where the funds data is stored; 

- SQL Server Integration Services (SSIS): the Microsoft package that permits to generate 

an Integration Services Project, where the user can build complex ad-hoc solutions for 

any data cleaning task; 

- Visual Studio: the interface application that creates and opens the Integration Services 

Project in which the ETL can be tested and finalized. 

The three applications above can all be downloaded from the “SQL Server Data Tools (SSDT)” 

page on Microsoft[1], taking into account that all the following tools need to be installed from 

the “Visual Studio 2017 (SSDT)” instance: 

 

 
Figure 1: Required selection in the Visual Studio instance 
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The Visual Studio Installer also allows to select specific components that will be available for 

the ETL. The components can be selected in the “Modify” button of the “Visual Studio 

Community 2019” application: 

 

 
Figure 2: Modification on Visual Studio components 

 

The ETL process used in the MSc project “Tracking Error of Passive Equity Funds. Data 

Analysis Using Morningstar Financial Data” requires only the database connections, the 

Python integrations, and the Visual Studio extension. 

The Visual Studio components to be selected are the ones highlighted in the image below: 

 

 
Figure 3: Required selection of Visual Studio components 

 

The files with the Integration Services project have been attached to the “ICT Solution 

Artefact” zipped submission and can be re-opened and re-run within the Visual Studio 

environment, after downloading the data uploaded on Kaggle at the URL below: 

www.kaggle.com/dataset/71dd01a5303c3fb1a3894deca254572e91b6fc48517a261580a476a2

72417088 

http://www.kaggle.com/dataset/71dd01a5303c3fb1a3894deca254572e91b6fc48517a261580a476a272417088
http://www.kaggle.com/dataset/71dd01a5303c3fb1a3894deca254572e91b6fc48517a261580a476a272417088
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2 Installing Python and Jupyter Notebook 
 

Python is often the cornerstone of data analytics works, and the MSc project “Tracking Error 

of Passive Equity Funds. Data Analysis Using Morningstar Financial Data” is not an 

exception. 

Python 3 is required to be installed for two reasons: 

- Running the scraping scripts within the ELT process, which permit to collect the list of 

passive funds, their financial information, and their prices along the ones of the indices 

they track; 

- Performing the EDA and the tuning of machine learning models on the cleaned data. 

Both tasks are completed in the Jupyter Notebook environment, which can be created 

by installing the jupyter library. 

The application can be installed from the official Python website[2], and any version 3.x would 

work in order to replicate the steps completed for this project. 

The Python installation does not need specific guidance, as the default installation is sufficient: 

 

 
Figure 4: Default Python 3.x installation 

 

Once the Python 3.x installation is completed, the required libraries below also need to be 

installed using the pip command[3]: 

- matplotlib 

- numpy 

- pandas 

- seaborn 

- sklearn 

- xgboost 

- xlrd 

After setting up the Python application, the Jupyter Notebook environment can be opened using 

the command prompt[4] – cmd application in the search box on the Windows taskbar – changing 

the current directory to the Python executable path (using the cd command), and type jupyter 

notebook to launch Jupyter Notebook. 
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The steps to take in the command prompt are displayed in the image below, which shows also 

that the jupyter library is already installed in Python: 

 

 
Figure 5: Opening Jupyter Notebook from the command prompt (cmd) 

 

The Python scripts for scraping (in .py format) and for the Jupyter Notebook environment (in 

.ipynb format) have been attached to the “ICT Solution Artefact” zipped submission and can 

be simply re-opened and re-run in any Python IDE and in Jupyter Notebook respectively. 
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